Can siRNA Therapeutics Heal the Brain?
As we’ve reviewed in past articles the discovery and history of RNA interference and siRNA as a
potent therapeutic modality, it brings us to a fascinating idea. Does siRNA carry the potential to
heal the brain? If so, can it treat more than genetic diseases? What about brain tumors and
cancers, Alzheimer’s disease, Multiple Sclerosis, stroke, or behavioral conditions? Utilizing
siRNA to heal the brain is an up-and-coming space that has recently seen exciting
breakthroughs, and effective treatments for many of these conditions may be a reality very
soon.

Most of the organs in the human body are relatively straightforward to understand how they
work and, therefore, present less of a challenge to treat. In contrast, the human brain is highly
complex, and we are still discovering the intricacies of how it functions. The brain’s natural
defenses, including the blood-brain barrier, which is designed to keep out any foreign materials,
make brain disorders particularly challenging to treat. This leaves the field wide open to any
treatment modality that can overcome the difficulties inherent in healing the brain.
Cue siRNAs. Many brain conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and even
brain cancer, could be treated through gene silencing. The effects of others could be greatly
diminished, stroke being one example. This makes siRNAs a perfect candidate for treating many
different categories of brain disorders – if only we could deliver them safely, in a way that
produces results.

Although it was only discovered in 2001 that siRNA was useful in silencing genes in mammalian
cells, it just took a couple of years for scientists to begin exploring the potential of siRNA to
treat brain disorders. HIV-1 encephalopathy (1), chronic neuropathic pain (2), spinocerebellar
ataxia type 1 (3), Machado-Joseph disease (4), Huntington disease (5), Alzheimer’s disease (6,
7), Multiple Sclerosis (8), and CNS tumors (9, 10) were a few of the earliest targets.
In 2005, Amy E. Lovett-Racke reviewed the potential of siRNA as a strategy to treat central
nervous system diseases and she concluded that “it will soon be possible to design therapeutic
interventions with siRNA that are specific for certain pathologic conditions and have relatively
few systemic adverse effects (11).” While this has recently proven true in the liver, it is taking a
bit longer to realize this goal in the CNS.

What is causing the delay in creating siRNA medications for brain disorders?
Delivery constraints have caused RNAi agents to be utilized primarily in the liver. As we
discussed in a previous article about siRNA, one of the biggest difficulties in creating siRNA
therapeutics lies in the ability to deliver them to various tissues. As there is a wide range of
conditions that affect the brain without effective treatments, developing siRNA medications to
meet this need has understandably become the focus of many researchers. However, until
recently, when injected directly into the brain, siRNA only affected cells near the injection site,
and only caused gene silencing for a short duration (12). This requires frequent administration
which would cause significant hardship on patients needing the treatment.
Chemical modifications and conjugates are thought to be the answer. It is just a matter of
finding the correct modifications and combinations that will allow delivery to the CNS and
increase stability and durability of the siRNA while eliminating off-target effects and stimulation
of the immune response.

Multiple innovations are leading us closer to using siRNA therapeutics in the brain.
In 2018, Alnylam Pharmaceuticals presented initial data showing that a novel siRNA conjugate
resulted in broad distribution and gene silencing throughout areas of the brain and spinal cord
of mice. The conjugates utilized the enhanced stabilization chemistry (ESC) developed by
Alnylam with additional modifications. Both Givlaari and Oxlumo, which have been approved by
the FDA, utilize Alnylam's enhanced stabilization chemistry, so there is precedent showing that
ESC increases potency and durability and at the same time is safe for humans.
Khvorova and colleagues developed a chemically modified siRNA architecture, called divalent
siRNA (di-siRNA), that supports potent, sustained gene silencing in the CNS of mice and
nonhuman primates. Incredibly, the silencing persisted for six months in the brain and spinal
cord after a single injection into the cerebrospinal fluid. They also found substantial distribution

in the brain and spinal cord, targeting of both neurons and glia, minimal off-target effects, and
no detectable toxicity. siRNA often creates a strong immune system response, yet there was no
detectable difference in brain inflammation, blood chemistry, or cell counts (13).
The modifications are particularly intriguing because the siRNA was synthesized in a way that
allowed for the parallel growth of two oligonucleotides: two covalently connected sense
strands. The di-siRNAs also contained 26 phosphorothioate (PS) backbone modifications.
Alterman and colleagues discovered that when the number of PS modifications was reduced,
silencing was also reduced. If the PS modifications were completely removed, gene silencing
was completely eliminated (13).
Interestingly, to test di-siRNA, they used a siRNA sequence targeting the huntingtin gene, which
causes Huntington’s Disease (HD). Perhaps this may lead to new hope for people who suffer
from HD, especially in light of the recent disappointment of the halting of a phase III trial of an
ASO to treat HD.
In 2020, Zhou et. al published results of a stabilized siRNA nanomedicine (Gal-NP@siRNA) with
superior blood stability that efficiently penetrates the blood-brain barrier. They targeted BACE1
to treat Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and Gal-NP@siBACE1 restored the deterioration of cognitive
capacity in AD mice without notable side effects (14).
A team at the University of Michigan engineered a synthetic protein nanoparticle (SPNP)
containing siRNA to treat Glioblastoma (GBM), which is the most aggressive form of brain
cancer. When combined with radiation, the tumors regressed and 87.5% of the mice survived
long -term. Perhaps of equal significance, the immune system was primed to develop anti-GBM
immunological memory after treatment (15).
Just last month, in March of 2021, Bioasis published research showing that their proprietary
xB3 platform technology efficiently delivers siRNA across the intact blood-brain barrier into the
CNS. The team conjugated a 12 amino acid peptide to siRNA (16). The siRNA chosen
downregulates the gene (NOX4) believed to be responsible for oxidative stress in ischemic
stroke since mice that are deficient in NOX4 are mostly protected from neuronal death and
oxidative stress after a stroke (17). Not only was the siRNA delivered in therapeutically effective
doses, but the pretreated mice also gained improved recovery from stroke and protection
against neurological deterioration. Since oxidative stress appears to cause the death of
neurons, as well as triggering neuroinflammation, this technology could possibly be utilized for
many neuropathologies (16).

Excitement about siRNA prompts companies to invest millions - and even billions - of dollars
into developing siRNAs to treat brain conditions.
We have recently seen an incredible vote of confidence from major pharmaceutical companies
and charitable organizations choosing to back the development of siRNAs in the brain.
In 2018, Dicerna Pharmaceuticals and Eli Lilly announced a collaboration focused on discovering
and developing new medicines utilizing RNAi to treat neurodegeneration, cardio-metabolic
disease, and pain (18). In November 2020, Dicerna announced that the FDA accepted their
Investigational New Drug Application for the treatment of an undisclosed cardiometabolic
disease. Hopefully, this will be swiftly followed by a candidate to treat neurodegeneration.
In 2019, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals and Alnylam Pharmaceuticals partnered in a billion-dollar
deal to develop siRNA-based drugs for the central nervous system and the eye (18). They
currently have nine preclinical CNS programs ongoing, two of which target Autosomal
Dominant Alzheimer’s disease and Huntington’s disease.
DTX Pharma was awarded funding from The Alzheimer's Association and the Rainwater
Charitable Foundation in May of 2020. The funding supports their drug discovery research for
tau-mediated disorders such as Alzheimer's disease, Progressive Supranuclear Palsy, and
Frontotemporal Dementia. They have created a platform called FALCON™ (Fatty Acid Ligand
Conjugated OligoNucleotide) that utilizes fatty acids as targeting ligands to deliver siRNAs and
ASOs to tissues throughout the body and promotes efficient non-toxic cellular uptake and
enhanced systemic bioavailability.
Just this year, Atalanta Therapeutics was launched specifically to pioneer RNAi Therapeutics
using branched siRNA (di-siRNA) to target neurodegeneration. They are focusing on
Huntington’s disease (which was the target used to test di-siRNA), as well as Parkinson’s
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and other neurodegenerative diseases. Atalanta was funded by FPrime Capital and is collaborating with Biogen and Genentech.
While these are some of the more prominent companies in this space, there are many other
labs and interesting start-ups working on developing siRNAs for use in the CNS. If you are
involved in siRNA research that was not mentioned in this article, we would love to have you
post a link and a brief comment about your work below.

The future of treating brain disorders may be imminent.
Although it may seem like a long journey to some, it is actually quite amazing that we can travel
from the discovery of a novel mechanism to investigating treatments in the human brain within
a mere two decades. With the influx of funding and attention, it is possible that siRNA research
and development may lead to effective treatments of brain disorders, and even aggressive
brain cancers, in the very near future.
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